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(R3) 13:50 FAKENHAM, 2m 3y 

St Andrew's Day 'National Hunt' Auction Maiden Hurdle (GBB Race) (Class 4)

(3YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 2/0-37 CASTLEDHEM (IRE) 17 
b g Alkaadhem - Castle Hope

5 11 - 8 Non Runner
N J Gifford

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, purple triple diamond and sleeves, purple and light blue quartered cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful form on 2 of his 3 starts in bumpers spread over 18 months but
rather concerning he checked out rather tamely on hurdles bow at Southwell earlier this
month.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

2 24-5223 JACKSON HILL (IRE) 21 
b g Jeremy - Definite Leader

6 11 - 8ht R Johnson
M F Harris

111

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves, dark blue cap,
yellow diamond
Timeform says: Consistent maiden hurdler who knocked on the door in handicaps at
Plumpton/over C&D in October and he ran well on chase debut latest without convincing in
the finish. Should be thereabouts again.  (Forecast 2.50)

Notes: 

3 P453-21 PASVOLSKY (IRE) 23 
ch g Aizavoski - Snowlaw

5 11 - 8 Tom Cannon
C Gordon

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, emerald green hoops, armlets and star on cap
Timeform says: Plenty of experience in points and solid start in bumpers, getting off the
mark in determined style at Wincanton (15.3f) earlier this month. No surprise to see him go
well on hurdles bow.  (Forecast 2.88)

Notes: 

4 P/52P-
62

LADY KK (IRE) 19 
br m Shirocco - Lissard Lady

5 11 - 1 Rex Dingle (3)
J Scott

-

Jockey Colours: White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Maiden pointer who was sent off at 25/1 but showed promise in a mares'
novice at Exeter (18.5f) 3 weeks ago, noted staying on well for second. Open to progress but
drop in trip not an obvious move.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: PASVOLSKY confirmed the promise of his bumper debut second when making
all at Wincanton earlier this month and he gets the narrow vote to continue the good work now his
attentions are switched to timber. Jackson Hill has become frustrating but his experience should count
for a good deal, whilst Lady Kk is open to progress on the back of her Rules/hurdling debut second.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: PASVOLSKY (3) 
2: JACKSON HILL (2) 
3: LADY KK (4)


